The genomewide response in an E&R experiment (evolution at both selected and neutral loci) 123 depends on the number and genomic positions of selected loci, how those loci interact to 124 determine fitness, the nature and extent of LD, the recombination map, the reproductive biology, 125 and the experimental design. Given these myriad factors, we do not have a clear picture of how 126 much hitch-hiking is to be expected in a typical E&R experiment and thus a means to infer how 127 many sites are direct targets of selection. To develop predictions, we build a simulation 128 framework to predict the full observed response of an E&R experiment. The design of the 129 experiment (how replicate populations are founded, how many individuals reproduce, and how 130 many generations occur) is directly reiterated in a model that predicts change of every 131 polymorphism in the genome. This is a parameter rich model, but prior work on D. simulans and 132 its close relative D. melanogaster underpin essential assumptions (e.g. the recombination map, 133 patterns of LD in nature). Observations from our specific E&R experiment establish other 134 features such as the number and genomic positions of polymorphisms and initial allele 135 frequencies. Finally, we extract essential information not only from the extreme outliers 136 were isolated in vials to produce offspring. From each wild-collected female, we collected two 149 male and two female offspring after verifying that male offspring were D. simulans. One male 150 and one female offspring were flash frozen immediately to represent the founding generation 151 (see below). These flies were kept at -80° until DNA extraction. The other male and female 152 were used to found replicate lab populations. We initially established six replicate population 153 cages, using one male and one female offspring of 250 wild-caught mated females per replicate 154 and using the offspring of different wild female progenitors in each replicate. Approximately 3 155 weeks after founding these populations (Dec 2-3, 2014), the six cages were combined two at a 156 time to form the A, B, and C population replicates. The population bams were input to Varscan v2.3.6 to call SNPs and indels. We piped the output 210 from samtools mpileup (version 1.2) to the varscan functions mpileup2snp (for SNPs) and 211 mpileup2indel (for indels). We obtained the read count (number of alleles) and reference allele 212 frequency at each variant site for each sample. We suppressed indels in downstream analyses as 213 well as all SNPs within 5bp of an indel. We also limited attention to the major chromosomes: X, 214 2R, 2L, 3R, and 3L. 215
216
We scored read depths within each population prior to filtering and found that the median depth 217 at X-linked loci was very close to ¾ the corresponding value for autosomal loci (ratio = 0.77 for 218
Ancestral populations, 0.75 for Descendant populations). For subsequent analysis, we 219 eliminated polymorphisms if the read depth across populations was too low for powerful tests or 220 atypically high across samples. For inclusion of a SNP, we required at least 60 reads per 221 population for X-linked and at least 80 for Autosomal loci. We excluded SNPs if the total read 222 depth within Ancestral and Descendant (considered separately) was greater than the 95 th 223 percentile of the corresponding depth distribution. Here, we conducted separate filtering on 224 autosomal sites and X-linked sites as the latter have lower coverage. After filtering, 291272 225 SNPs remained (58647, 49940, 69010, 71289, and 42386 on 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R, and X, 226 respectively). 227 228 Copy Number Variant Analysis. We also performed a scan for copy number variants (CNV) 229 using the method of SCHRIDER et al. (2013) . Specifically, we applied an updated set of python 230 scripts to identify reads pairs with excessively large inserts (https://github.com/kern-231 lab/poolDiffCNV). An unusually large distance between the first and second read of a read pair 232 suggests an insertion of DNA within the reference genome relative to the sequenced molecule. 233
We determined loci exhibiting this feature and scored reads with and without the putative 234 insertion for each population. After correcting for differences in average read depth among 235 populations, we identified loci with the greatest divergence between ancestral and descendant 236 populations. Finally, we combined results across experimental replicate populations to identify 237 the subset of these loci that exhibited parallel evolution. For putative CNVs exhibiting parallel 238 change in the three replicate populations, we identified those that occurred within known coding 239 or regulatory regions. We extracting the minimum and maximum chromosome position of the 240 CNV across all three populations, and then used the GenomicRanges R package v. , where m = read depth at the locus after 258 sequencing, n = number of diploid individuals sampled for sequencing, N e is the effective 259 population size, and t is the number of generations. While five of these quantities are known, N e 260 is not. Also, it may be that draft is as or more important than drift in determining the variance in 261 change of neutral SNPs. For these reasons, we fit a simpler model:
where ν is the 'null variance.' ν absorbs quantities shared among SNPs within a population, 263 although it could differ between autosomes and X owing to differences in N e (CHARLESWORTH 264 2009). With hitch-hiking, it will vary at much smaller genomic scales. We estimate ν on a 265 population and chromosome specific basis using For the alternative model, we also require the MLE of  : Ratio Test (LRT) for parallel evolution is 2(LL 1 -LL 0 ). This is not a strict likelihood in the sense 281 that ν are treated as constants and not free parameters, but the error associated with this 282 procedure should be minimal given that ν are estimated from the aggregate of thousands of 283 variant sites (MONNAHAN AND KELLY 2017). Also, we use permutation (and not the parametric 284 chi-square distribution) to assess genome-wide significance of LRT values. To create a 285 permutation replicate, we randomly scrambled observed standardized divergences across SNPs 286 within each replicate population and then applied the LRT test to each SNP. The distribution of 287 divergences (across SNPs within each population) is preserved by this procedure and so the test 288 is based entirely on consistency of response of the same SNP across replicates. We extracted the 289 most extreme (largest) LRT from each permuted dataset and repeated the procedure 1000 times. 290
291
We applied a second scan for parallel adaptation at the scale of genomic windows. The LRT 292 described above requires the same SNP to show a strong parallel response. This may miss 293 selected sites because allele frequency estimates are encumbered with substantial error owing to 294 finite sequencing depth. Closely linked sites might all respond to selection (owing to hitch-295 hiking) but show differing signals across replicate populations owing to differing estimation 296 error. To capture signals of parallel evolution in genomic windows, we compared the rank order 297 of divergence in windows, using the rank-rank hypergeometric (RRHO) approach of PLAISIER et high divergence in all replicate populations, but where the actual sites of highest divergence 302 might differ among populations. We first identified, within each replicate, the site in each 303 window with the maximum absolute value of divergence between ancestor and descendant. We 304 assigned that maximum value to the window. We excluded regions near centromeres and 305 telomeres to remove regions likely to have low recombination (regions retained: 2L;2,400,000-306 19,600,000; 2R:24,000,000-200,000,000; 3L:2,400,000-21,000,000 ; 3R:24,000,000-25,000000 , 307 X:2,000,000-19,600,000). We then ranked these maximum divergence values, with windows 308 exhibiting the greatest decrease in the reference allele frequency during laboratory adaptation at 309 the top of the ranked list and those with the greatest increase in reference allele frequency at the 310 bottom. The rank order of windows in populations A, B, and C were then compared by 311 evaluating overlap in ranks at many different thresholds. For example, the overlap of the top 100 312 windows in two populations was compared, then the overlap in the top 200 windows, and so on, 313 until every possible combination of thresholds was evaluated. The hypergeometric probability of 314 the number of overlapping items was calculated for every threshold, applying the BENJAMINI 315 AND YEKUTIELI (2001) correction for multiple tests. We conducted this analysis at three different 316 window sizes (100-kb, 10-kb, and 1-kb) to assess our expectation that effects of hitch-hiking 317 would be minimal at the largest window size and more pronounced as window size decreased. Table S1 ). The hash tables were estimated using the large collection of D. 328 which is much lower than adult census sizes (ca. 1000 flies). Also, the variance in ν among 365 chromosomes and populations is much greater than predicted by neutral drift dynamics (see 366 simulation results below). 367 368 Against the background distribution, 126 polymorphisms provide strong evidence for parallel 369 adaption in captivity (Supplemental Table S2 ). The LRT value for these SNPs is larger than the 370 most extreme single test in 95% of the permuted datasets (LRT cutoff = 46.64 yields permutation 371 p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S4 ). Importantly, these sites do not all represent distinct 372 "evolutionary events" given that significant variants are often closely linked. Figure 1 illustrates 373 the largest LRT value per 100kb window along each chromosome. There is clearly an 374 aggregation of strong signal in regions of low recombination. The clumping of LRT in these 375 regions nicely parallels the pattern of high LD among distant sites (Supplemental Figure S3 ). expect effects of hitch-hiking to be limited (see Figure 1 where, outside of centromeric and 389 telomeric regions, high LRT regions tend not to be clumped). Nevertheless, the ranks of 390 windows with respect to their maximum divergence value was more similar than expected by 391 chance. In the heat maps in Figure 3 is associated with probability values below 10 -10 , after correction for multiple hypergeometric 396 tests. At this window size, similarity in ranks for windows in which the reference allele increased 397 in frequency during laboratory adaptation is especially apparent (upper right quadrat). One 398 quarter to one third of all genomic windows exhibited parallel divergence in this direction in all 399 pairwise comparisons between populations (p values < 10 -15 ). Using smaller windows (1 kb and 400 10 kb), replicate populations exhibited even more similar ranks, indicated by very low 401 probabilities at most overlap thresholds (Supplemental Figure S2) . 402
403
We identified 303 putative CNV that evolved in parallel in the three replicate populations. These 404 regions overlapped known coding and/or regulatory regions of 396 D. simulans genes 405 (Supplemental Table S5 ). Few D simulans genes have been annotated with functional 406 information, so we obtained D. melanogaster orthologs for the 311 genes for which the orthologs 407 are known (downloaded from Flybase Release 2018_02, on May 9, 2018). Among these were 408 orthologs of genes involved in metamorphosis (neverland), circadian rhythm and sleep (Ac3, 409
Nipped-B), stress response (mth), immunity (PGRP-SC1a, Trx-2), sensory perception (odorant 410 receptors Or42a, Or13a), and chromatin modification (gpp, brm, Nipped-A, and CG12659) (see 411
Supplemental Table S5 for complete list of orthologs and functional annotation). 412 413 Simulation results. We evaluated a series of parameter sets against four distinct aspects of the 414 observed results. First, how well do simulation outcomes match the observed mean and 415 variability in the null variance (v) across chromosomes and replicate populations (comparison to 416 Table S2 )? Third, are significant tests 418 distributed across the genome in a way similar to the real data (comparison to Figure 1) ? Fourth, 419 is the allele frequency distribution of significant loci similar to Figure 2 ? 420 Strictly neutral evolution using the census population sizes for adults (N m = 500, N f = 500) fails 422 to match the observed evolutionary response in all regards. The mean v for simulated data is less 423 than half the observed mean ( Supplemental Table S6 .A) and exhibits higher values for the X 424 than autosomes (not observed in Table 1 ). In the simulations, the standard deviation across 425 chromosomes and population replicates in simulations is less than 1/5 the observed value. autosomes is close to observed, but the simulated mean for the X is too high (0.23) and the 434 variance among chromosomes too low ( Supplemental Tables S6.B ). The X versus autosome 435 discrepancy for mean v can be addressed introducing a large sex ratio bias. If we simulate neutral 436 evolution with N m = 120 (much lower than census) and N f = 800 (much higher than census), the 437 simulation mean v is 0.17 for autosomes and 0.18 for X (Supplemental Tables S6.C). These are 438 reasonable given Table 1 . However, the variance in v from these simulations remains too low 439 relative to observed. Most importantly, the neutral simulations never yield many high LRT tests 440 for parallel selection. There are 895 tests with LRT > 20 in real data versus an average of 3-5 in 441 neutral simulations. 442
443
There is an enormous range of possibilities for simulations with selection. We have considered 444 variations on the number of loci affecting fitness, the magnitude and direction of their respective 445 effects, the chromosomal locations of these loci, and how different loci combine to determine 446 fitness. Here, we will limit attention to a few specific cases that predict the general features of 447 the observed evolutionary response in the experiment. Figure 4 illustrates four simulation 448 replicates for evolution on chromosome 2 (comparable in content to the top panel of Figure 1) . 449 This is a case where 20 loci influence fitness, 4 positioned uniformly over each chromosome arm 450 (8 sites across 2L and 2R are shown in Figure 4 ). In each replicate, the initial allele frequencies 451 at fitness determining sites were sampled from the observed distribution for significant sites 452 Figure 2 ; Supplemental Table S6 .E). As previously, the minor allele 473 was equally likely to increase or decrease genotypic score. The broken lines (green) in Figure 2  474 illustrate the AFS of sites in simulation experiments with LRT exceeding the genome-wide 475 threshold from the real experiment. There is a "pull to the middle" in these simulations; most 476 selected sites have a MAF < 0.1, but those with higher initial frequencies are more likely to yield 477 high LRT (Figure 2 ). However, despite this ascertainment effect (among selected sites, those 478 with more intermediate frequency are more likely to be detected), the real data contain an excess 479 of SNPs with MAF > 0.3 that yield significant tests (orange versus green in Figure 3 ). Also 480 relevant is that the pull to the middle in simulations with selection from the background AFS 481 reflects a biologically important featurethe loci with higher MAF are generating greater 482 variance in fitness when the population experiences the novel laboratory environment. 483
484
The 20-locus model is only one of a great many that might predict the general features of the 485 observed response, but it is instructive as a basis for comparison. For example, if we increase the 486 strength of selection (50% of adults instead of 75% reproducing), but maintain all else the same, 487 the draft effect becomes excessive relative to the data ( Supplemental Table S6 .F). In these 488 simulations, the mean v is 4 times greater than observed and the standard deviation of v is 489 inflated 13 fold. If we maintain 75% selected but allow 30 loci to affect fitness (6 per 490 chromosome arm), the mean and standard deviation of v are very similar to the 20-locus model, 491
and thus close to the real data. However, the number of high LRT tests is reduced because 492 selection per locus is weaker and thus so is the magnitude of allele frequency change. If we 493 replace truncation selection with multiplicative selection with s = 0.1 at each of the 20 loci, the 494 simulations yield approximately the observed value for mean v. However, the standard deviation 495
for v is too large by 60% and the number of high LRT scores is reduced by about a third relative 496 to the base case ( Supplemental Table S6 .G). In general, we see that truncation selection allows a 497 more pronounced parallel response than multiplicative selection for a given level of draft (for 498 similar values of the mean and standard deviation of v). study provides evidence that with genome wide selection in a novel environment, genetic draft is 512 more important than genetic drift. We could not find a neutral model that accurately predicts the 513 evolution of the "average SNP" (the determinants of v); the many polymorphisms that were 514 neutral or nearly so in this experiment. Below, we discuss these results in relation to the 515 maintenance of polymorphisms in nature and the paradox of excessive significance in E&R 516 studies. 517 E&R experiments, non-random associations between loci can be generated even at loci far apart 523 in the genome. This sampling effect, combined with traditional hitch-hiking, could produce 524 large changes in allele frequency at many sites that are not the direct targets of selection. For the 525 present experiment, we established each replicate population with a distinct sampling of 526 genotypes from nature, which should reduce the scope for haplotype-sampled LD to generate 527 false positives. The finite number of haplotypes that survive in each experimental population 528 will yield idiosyncratic associations between distant SNPs, but these associations should be 529 population specific. Hitch-hiking may produce strong correlated responses at neutral 530 polymorphisms, but it is less likely to generate consistent parallel changes across replicates. 531
Perhaps for these reasons, the number of significantly diverged SNPs in this experiment is 532 reduced by an order of magnitude from previous studies (from thousands to 126). 533 534 Another potential reason we observed a low number of significant SNPs relative to other E&R 535 experiments is the nature of the D. simulans genome. Inversions are rare in D. simulans 536 (Lemeunier and Aulard 1992), recombination suppression near centromeres is less pronounced 537 than in D. melanogaster and the genome-wide recombination rate is 30% higher than in D. 538 melanogaster (True et al. 1996) . In a recent investigation comparing genomic change in D. SNPs per locus generating significant LRT tests. However, there might be a much larger number 551 of loci that responded in parallel, but that failed to reach the conservative threshold we used in 552 our SNP-specific LRT tests. Some support for this possibility is provided by the rank-based 553 analyses of genomic windows. Even at the largest window size (100 kb), where hitch-hiking 554 effects should be minimal, several hundred windows exhibited parallel patterns of divergence, 555 suggesting that more than 20 loci responded in parallel in this experiment. If sampling variation 556 led to variation among populations in the individual SNPs that produced strong signals of 557 divergence at loci undergoing parallel evolution, those loci would not be detected in our SNP-558 based analyses, but would be detected in the window-based analyses. Alternately, haplotype 559 sampling could produce an inflated signal of parallel evolution in these window-based tests, but 560 as argued above, using independent founders in different replicate populations should mitigate 561 that sampling effect. 562 563 Among our genome-wide significant SNPs ( Supplemental Table S2 ), we cannot distinguish the 564 actual targets of selection from hitch-hikers. While this is a clear limitation of the experiment, 565 the intermediate frequency result (Figure 2 heterogeneity should not be stable if heterogeneity is eliminated. If there is heterogeneity in the 583 natural environment (e.g., seasonal variation in temperature or spatial structure in resource 584 availability) and if genotypes vary in their optima for these variables, then variation is 585 maintained as a 'multi-niche polymorphism' (LEVENE 1953) . At such loci, we cannot predict 586 which allele would increase in captivity without detailed information about genotype-specific 587 tolerances. However, it is likely that one genotype will accidently match the lab environment 588 better than alternatives, and as a consequence, a multi-niche polymorphism will break down if 589 the population is maintained in a single niche. Relevant to this expectation, we observed that 590 expected heterozygosity, 2p(1-p), declined at over 75% of the sites significant for parallel 591 evolution ( Supplemental Table S2 Summary-Predicting evolutionary response to a changing environment, and its genetic basis, is 644 one of the major goals of modern evolutionary genetics. However, recent genome-wide analyses 645 of evolution occurring in real time have failed to identify the targets of selection. Here we find 646 that both hitch-hiking and haplotype sampling effects are likely to lead to large over-estimation 647 of the number of sites that respond to selection in evolve-and-resequence studies. We also 648
propose new analytical and simulation approaches that mitigate this over-estimation. These 649 methods allow us to infer that loci that responded in parallel to a novel environment were 650 predominantly those maintained at intermediate frequency in the ancestral wild population. Even 651 so, these techniques do not allow us to distinguish the actual targets of selection from hitch-652 hikers. 653 Table S1 . 945 946 947
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